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Abstract- In the given operation the number of experimental researches of obtaining of a solar 
energy is lead to the defined day time, using state-of-the-art industrial photo-electric converters (PEC) 
on the basis of crystalline silicon. Supporting on the obtained practical results, it has been mounted 
experimental solar energy device and its characteristics are researched. 
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Crimea, being a bay shore part southern territOry^fUkraine, has an exclusive climate that allows 

us to develop the sanatorium-tourist industry actively. Usage of solar panels as restored energy sources 

is ecologically favorable and safety. One of main routes in_this area is the solar power engineering. 

Technical and economic characteristics PEC of state-of-the-art solar panels are defined, first of all, 

efficiency and cost are defined, substances and processing technique of their manufacture. Solar cells 

(SC) depending on a substance and manufacturing methods, share on silic&iHhiibfilm SC on a basis a-

Si:H, AsGa converters and SC on the basis of crystalline silicon. At all a diversity of processing 

technique of obtaining of solar photo-electric structures, nevertheless main on Ukraine there are silicon 

units. Having the big technical potential, in our country there are all components for wide area 

production of such units. Therefore we tested solar panels on the basis of crystalline silicon obtained on 

classical processing technique on the basis of method Chahralsky. Efficiency of the silicon solar cell 

makes 14-16 %, and more detailed technical parameters of the unit to their basis are indicated in tab. 1. 

Table. 1. 
Technical parameter! of the unit of brand ISM-50 

Type of Power, UooV U rated I rated Size, Weight, 
module w„ mm kg 
ISM-50 50+/-5% 21,5 +/-5% 17,0+/-5% 3.0+/-5% 1028x450x27 1+1-5% ! 

To be the important characteristics of the solar panel sensitivity, (the value a constant, not 

dependent on intensities of a luminous flux and an applied voltage), and as an efficiency defined by the 

ratio of a maximum net power and power of a luminous flux. 
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In the represented photo-electric converters of the Mariupol fig. 1 integrated works main technologies 

principles of manufacture of high-performance solar panels, namely observance of conditions are 

incorporated at which lifetime of photo oscillated charge carriers 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. Photos of the silicon photocell (a) and the unit on their basis (b) 

semiconductor practically as much as possible, and p-n transition is on minimum distance from a upper 

electrode. The design of the solar panel provides execution of an optimal ratio between a depth of 

occurrence p-n transition, a size of area in which there is a derivation of pairs electron-hole, in width p-

n transition, recombination rate on a surface of a semiconductor at forbidden bandwidth 1,12 eV. All 

these receptions have allowed to receive from photo converters efficiency in industrial conditions of 

14-16 %. 

In common in solar energy device, used for check of theoretical terminating connections and their 

approbations on practical results, have been powered up: four solar units, two secondary generators a 

total capacitance 200 A/h and the block of the analysis of a charge and protection of the secondary 

generator. 

The analysis of results of the researches obtained on experimental solar energy device (fig. 2), has 

allowed building dependences of a current and an electrical pressure on a time of day. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental solar энергоустановка 

Taking into account, that in the middle of summer, in July, the time during which the battery will 

effectively transform a solar energy, usually lasts no more than 7-9 hours. The most effective time for 

operation of the solar panel from 10 o'clock till 17 o'clock (fig. 3). After that time current intensity and 

an electrical pressure of solar panels considerably drop. Besides in cloudy weather the power oscillated 

PEC, is sharply reduced. Orientation of solar panels concerning a position of the Sun helps to increase 

oscillated power considerably. 

In a volume a case when solar panels provided a current smaller, than a nominal charging current 

of the secondary generator, that is less than 0,08 from its size, photo converters did not charge storage 

rings, but only recharged secondary generators, (see fig. 3) up to 9 h. And after 17 h. in a dark time of 

day the system operated into load, lighting of territory. Thus the control with was carried out that in an 

operating time of the system the electrical pressure on one accumulator cell would be not lower 1,2 

volt. At a voltage drop 1,15 volt automatic monitoring system of charging - discharge of the secondary 

generator which protected it from the complete discfiarge is lower operated. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. Voltage excursion (a) and a current (6) during a day time. 

The theoretical terminating connections obtained by us and practical results have allowed to define 

effective temporary intervals for concrete energy user and to pick up optimal parameters of the system 

of support of electrical energy to solar panels. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Practical maintenance solar energy device was carried on during one year. During the lead 

researches solar units have shown a quiescent operation. And all system provided external lighting 

practically all-the-year-round. It allows to make terminating connections, that application of the given 

solar panels already now allows to use ecologically safety and restored solar energy as a power supply 

of the computer and home equipment. 
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